
 

Pes 2013 Patch 3.6

this method can be used to specify what attributes to use for the mock objects. normally you would use the spec argument to patch to do this, but it doesnt work when the spec is a callable. if you want the spec argument to work with callable you can use the
create_autospec function. create_autospec creates a new mock object that is not associated with any class, and has the same attributes as the spec callable. the autospec argument to patch() is this automatically created mock object. in the above example the mock

factory is created by calling the create_autospec function. this creates a mock object that has the same attributes as the spec callable, and that uses the autospec argument to patch() for the spec argument. if the class that youre patching isnt a subclass of the original
class, youll need to change the autospec argument to the patch() function to autospec=true. this is because an instance is used as the spec: if the class youre patching is a subclass of the original class then you can use the autospec argument as is, and the instance as

the autospec. if youre subclassing a module then you must use the instance argument and pass the module. this is because the spec is an attribute on the module, and not the class, so the instance is needed to get the autospec for that attribute.

Pes 2013 Patch 3.6

the patch can be used as a testcase class decorator. it works by
decorating each test method in the class. this reduces the boilerplate
code when your test methods share a common patchings set. patch()

finds tests by looking for method names that start with
patch.test_prefix. by default this is 'test', which matches the way

unittest finds tests. you can specify an alternative prefix by setting
patch. patch can be used as a testcase class decorator. it works by

decorating each test method in the class. this reduces the boilerplate
code when your test methods share a common patchings set. patch()

finds tests by looking for method names that start with
patch.test_prefix. by default this is 'test', which matches the way

unittest finds tests. you can specify an alternative prefix by setting
patch. the transdermal contraceptive patch is a safe and convenient

birth control method that works really well if you always use it
correctly. you wear the patch on certain parts of your body, and it
releases hormones through your skin that prevent pregnancy.the

patch has lots of other health benefits, too. 5ec8ef588b
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